Charles University's colleges and canteens decided to join the popular REkrabička project

Charles University’s canteens will become the next in a chain of 571 REkrabička partners in the Czech Republic. You can try out the REkrabička offer at the Troja canteen (near the 17.listopadu), menza Právnická and the Karolinum Cafeteria. After the successful launch of the project, we will extend the offer to other canteens.

The refundable deposit for REkrabička is 80 CZK and for REkelímek 50 CZK.

The amount charged for the service is 2 CZK for the REkrabička and 0 CZK for the REkelímek.

Enjoy fresh food or drink without waste!

More information here:  https://www.rekrabicka.cz/
https://www.facebook.com/rekrabicka